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Introduction to an object's presence property
 
Note: this form uses the 'inactive' presence, which requires Acrobat/Reader v9.1. If you are opening this form in an older version 'inactive' will be treated as 'visible'. 
 
You can set the object's presence in the Object > Field palette. This setting will apply at runtime, when the user opens the form. 
 
You can change an objects presence using either JavaScript or FormCalc. For example:
 
myCompany.presence = "visible";
 
This covers visible, invisible, hidden and inactive. If you want to change visible (screen only) or visible (print only) then you will need two lines of script: 
 
myCompany.presence = "visible";
myCompany.relevant = "+print"; 
 
The form must be saved as a Dynamic XML form and if you want other objects to move up into space created by hiding objects, the container must be set to a flowed subform. Examples are provided overleaf. 
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1: Changing the presence property
 
Select the presence from the radio buttons on the
right. The objects will behave differently in positioned  
and flowed subforms.  
 
Positioned subform                                                                              Flowed subform
The presence property of the Company and Email objects changes based on your selection above. 
The presence property of the Company and Email objects changes based on your selection above. 
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	comments2: 
	The object will be visible on screen and on the printed version. [object reference].presence = "visible";: 
	The object will only be visible on the screen, it will not appear on the printed version. This is useful for buttons.[object reference].presence = "visible";[object reference].relevant = "-print";: 
	The object will only be visible on the printed version, it will not appear on screen. This is useful for print date/time stamps.[object reference].presence = "visible";[object reference].relevant = "+print";: 
	The object will be invisible on both the screen and on the printed version. [object reference].presence = "invisible";: 
	The object will be hidden on screen and on the printed version. [object reference].presence = "hidden";: 
	In Acrobat/Reader version 9.1 the object will be hidden, but in earlier versions the object will be invisible. . [object reference].presence = "inactive";: 
	Click and scroll through the script from the radio button exclusion group...: 



